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The PS1200 is a combination of Pressure Sealing with the added advantage of document inserting and
perimeter sealing which protects the inserted document. A variety of inserts can be processed including reply envelopes, customer information or advertisements. These are placed in up to 2 feed stations and inserted at the point of fold with the pressure seal document.
Cycling at a maximum 10,000 filled forms per hour, the AS1200 is designed not
only to reduce costs but also to guarantee fast and efficient mail processing, total
product security and confidentiality. Designed with a 30 job program memory, the
PS1200 is flexible and easy to use, offering a cost-effective solution to a wide range
of mailing tasks. It is fitted with extractable, mobile paper hoppers, which can be
easily changed or re-loaded in a matter of seconds.
Technical Specification
Processing speed
Monthly Duty Cycle
Feeder capacity
Form size
Insert size
Fold configurations
Paper weights
Form Security
Sealer
Color
Size
Weight
Warranty
Compliance
Options & Accessories

Sealing Only 12,000 forms per hour – Inserting 10,000 forms per hour
500,000
4,000 sheets
Width: 4-1/4” - 9-1/2” x Depth: 7” - 16”
Width: 4” - 7-1/2” x Depth: 2-1/2” - 4”
V, C, Z, Eccentric Z, Double Parallel and 1-Part 2-Way
Min. 24# - Max. 100# Tag
Double document detection
Full Perimeter Seal
Light Gray
L 76” x W 26” x H 42” - L with hi-cap feeder 97”
574 lbs.
3months or 90 Days
CE Certified
High Capacity Sheet Feeder (Over 4,000 forms)
Guillotines & Bursters - For continuous in-line processing
Directional Out-Feed Conveyor
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PS1200

Emergency stop button for
operator safety.

Pressure Sealing and Document Inserting
The PS1200 is a combination of
Pressure Sealing with the

Single form processing to
assist the operator and avoid
loss of any documents.

added advantage of document
inserting and perimeter sealing
which protects the inserted
document. A variety of inserts
can be processed including
reply envelopes, customer
information or advertisements.
These are placed in up to 2
feed stations and inserted at
the point of fold with the presDocuments
to be inserted are
placed in the feed stations and can be
continually loaded while processing.

sure seal document.

Perimeter sealing which
protects the content and
the form.

It’s so easy!
The large LCD display guides you through
operating the machine - quickly and simply

The main screen
displays the current
status of the machine

Then simply choose a
job from the list, and
you’re ready to go!

If the machine stops,
the display will show
you why - and what
to do next.

Easy access for setting
perimeter seal to the
form size.

